


he Morgan 38 is designed to exceed the
performance and handling requirements o{
experienced sailors while also providing a high
level of comfort in a modern cruising yacht.

The deck is unique among center cockpit yachts her size.
The cockpit is deep with high comfortable seat backs and
an elevated helm seat.

The doubled ended mainsheet and self-tailing winches are
within easy reach of the helmsman. All halyards and sail
controls are led aft and with available furling all sail handling
can be managed from the security of the cockpit. The handy
locker in the port coaming is long enough for dinghy oars.

The weather decks are wide and unobstructed, with secure
bulwarks at the raII, a seaworthy feature seldom found on
modern yachts.

The contemporary stern provides space for lockers port and
starboard and a large stern platform with twin access stairs.

A hot and cold stern shower is
Anchor handling is simplified
windlass installed in the
anchor storage locker and
stout bow roller.

The mast has double spreaders
and fore and aft lowers, a very
secure arrangement that is
easy to keep tuned properly.
The painted spars, mainsail
flaking system, spring loaded
vang and cockpit light on the
boom are all standard on the
Morgan 38.

The Morgan 38 interior is a skill{ul combination of
traditional craftsmanship and contemporary space planning
and design. The result is light filled, comfortable and livable.
The galley is exceptional with good storage, re{rigerator and
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rountertop space.
fhe owner's stateroom aft is
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teak andfuolly veneer cabi
The quality hardware on,f!

The main cabi is elegantly detailed in hand-
varnished in finished ash battens and

ik and finish below are the most
visible manifestations o gan's commitment to quality.
Less visible but even important quality features are the
enginee;ied fiberglass s
deck mast support sys- hnd balsa core construction.

le structural system, the through

An inspection of the
mechanical, electriq

e compartment will reveal
frd plumbing systems that are well
, exceed industry standards.

designed cruisi
satisfhction to

yachts, America's
in the Morgan 38.

Morgan is ra,thorough inspection of the 38 will
develop a iation of Morgan quality and encourage you
to beco

hatch afo ueattng a dramatic
vista f$x the large
centq#{ine berth, as well as

excelfent ventilation. The
owner's head compartment
cgnpletes, the suite aft.
Ft' is both: {unctional and

conceived and ex

utiful, and the stall Morgdn Marine i itted to building high quality, well

shower can also be used as a hts that offer real value and long-term
$deed owners.

The second stateroom forw
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vard also has an adjoining head
Withr the sup
largest sailb

Both heads are molded liberglass single piece compartments
that are easy to keep clean and fresh.
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rd resources of Catalina
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ud Morgan owner.
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dinette also makes a settee
when the table is lowered.
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Principle Sp ecific ations

LOA
38',-5" 1 1.71 m

LWL
32'-5" g.gg m

12, -4" 3.79 m
DRAFT (WING KEEL)

s',-0" 1.52 m
DRAFT (STANDARD)

6t -6tt 1.98 m
BALLAST

6800lbs 3080 kg

175001bs 79281<g

38 HP
SAIL AREA

(100% FORE)

200 SQ.FT 65.11 m

50' -6" 15.39 m

r4'-9" 4.47 m

42',-2" 12.95 m

l5'-8 " 4.79 m

"AlI measurements are
n nnfnYl m nt o

Photos may show optional equipment
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